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By Jon Clair

iUniverse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 152 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x
0.4in.This is a mystery science fiction thriller which transports readers back in time, to witness
something one could not explain. History and scientific fact are intermixed with fiction, leading us
to believe this fantastic event actually did take place in a small town in remote Northwestern
Pennsylvania on Saturday morning September 16th, 1961. A college freshman takes a course in
Principles of Geology with the sole intention of meeting and hopefully becoming romantically
involved with a certain classy young coed. He unwittingly picks exactly the wrong girl for his
purposes when they team up to do a research project. In lieu of love, she persuades the (now
reluctant) fellow to accompany her on a perilous trip back to the upside-down year of 1961.
Numerous ironis twists, perfect timing, sheer coincidence, and shrewd detective work lead the
couple to a discovery relating not to geology but to a strange, super-secret experiment that went
disastrously wrong 40 years ago. When authorities catch wind and realize their erstwhile efforts to
disguise this World War 11 enigma have been jeopardized, they take extraordinary measures to
stop the students from actually seeing...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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